Arkansas Community Foundation collaborates with professional advisors like you to provide smart giving solutions for your clients. We are dedicated to making the charitable planning process efficient and rewarding. Let us help you help your clients by providing the technical information and tools to achieve their charitable goals.

**WHAT CAN THE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION DO FOR YOU?**

1. **Provide flexible charitable solutions for your clients.**
   Donors can create funds based on the impact they want to have and the timeline in which they want to accomplish their goals.

2. **Create funds for multiple charities or specific area of interest.**
   Donors can name several nonprofit beneficiaries or support a particular field—like education, arts or health. We steward donor intent for the long-term and hedge against nonprofit uncertainty.

3. **Work with you and your client to maximize charitable gifts.**
   Our staff can help evaluate strategies for tax-wise giving and identify the most effective type of fund to meet your clients’ needs.

4. **Accept donations of complex assets.**
   In addition to outright gifts of cash, we are equipped to handle illiquid assets like real estate, closely held stock, life insurance and IRA distributions.

5. **Design a platform for family or corporate philanthropy.**
   We bring together generations of families to share values through giving and help businesses give back to their communities.

6. **Partner with you to continue to manage the assets.**
   We offer options outside of our investment pool for you to retain your client’s charitable investment.

www.arcf.org/advise
WHY PARTNER WITH THE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION?

Working with the Community Foundation helps you expand your capabilities to meet client needs. Discussing smart giving opportunities is good for your clients, good for the community and good for business.

1. **We are a reliable resource.**
   
   Think of us as an extended member of your team—your expert in charitable giving. Because of our more than 40 years of experience, we help you give your clients the best options.

2. **We know smart giving.**
   
   Our staff is informed about the latest in charitable giving. While we don’t offer tax or legal advice, we can discuss tax-wise charitable solutions to meet your clients’ needs.

3. **We offer simple ways to give.**
   
   Our fund options allow donors to give on an ongoing basis, give to more than one organization easily, redirect gifts over time as needed, involve family, and create immediate impact or leave a legacy.

4. **We are here to improve communities.**
   
   By partnering with us, you get the benefit of in-depth knowledge of the state’s nonprofit landscape. We can work with your clients to better understand community needs, create personal philanthropy plans, and make their giving have the most impact on causes important to them.

HELP YOUR CLIENTS ACHIEVE THEIR CHARITABLE GOALS

Alexandra Rodery Rouse, Planned Giving Director
arouse@arcf.org
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